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1: Top 8 Free Video Rotators to Rotate/Flip Videos
To rotate the video, right click on the video on the timeline and select "Edit" from the menu. A new window will appear.
The rotate option will appear first under the video editing option.

Here we would like to introduce you the best 10 free video rotator that can help you easily flip and rotate
video on Mac macOS Filmora Video Editor for Mac and Windows You have recorded a video or received a
video that is not in an angle that you want and you need to rotate it. What do you do? With Filmora Video
Editor you will not only be able to rotate videos but also zoom in, zoom out as well as crop the video.
Moreover, you will be able to preview the changes that you have made in real time. This software is a fully
feature media editor and here are some of its key features. Free Download Free Download Comes with free
music inbuilt music library that allows you to add music to your projects. Built with numerous overlays,
transitions, effects, filter, elements and motions that you can use to beautify your video. Allows you to share
your edited projects online, burn them to DVD formats, save to a device or save them to your computer. It has
advanced editing options like; green screen, split screen, play in reverse, mosaic, GIF editor, 3D LUT and
advanced colour auto tuning. Filmora Video editor is an audio editor that enables you adjust volume, trim
audio, spit audio, cut audio, fade in and fade out. It has a recorder that can record your voice over microphone,
webcam and PC activities. Rotate Video Now that you have uploaded the video, drag to the timeline to begin
editing it. Click on the icon and rotate the video to an angle that you want. As you rotate, you can preview it
on the screen at the top right. Choose the output format that you want to save the video. You can also opt to
burn it to a DVD or share it online. Playback controls are now enhanced with slow motion choices that you
can choose from and most functions can now be performed using keyboard shortcuts. Does not support Snow
Leopard; Does not support screen casting; Leaves a watermark in QuickTime; Advanced features are only
available in Pro version 4. If you have it installed already, you may be surprised to learn that it can also rotate
your home videos. Popular software which many users already have. The rotation process is quite complicated
for beginners. Windows Movie Maker for Windows Windows Movie Maker comes preinstalled with
Windows versions from Vista onwards, and is a great little free video rotate software for Windows for doing
basic editing tasks, such as rotation. Free and easy to use. Preinstalled on modern versions of Windows. That
hefty price tag. QuickTime is also considered outdated compared to some, newer, media players and editors.
You can easily rotate videos in an error orientation with its help. Free, easy to use. Only can rotate video clips
90 degree clockwise. VideoPad for Windows VideoPad is free video rotate software that can rotate any of
your oddly oriented videos in the perfect orientation. It does the job of video rotation quickly and easily. It can
easily give a magical touch to your videos by providing wide varieties of effects to them. No matter what the
video recorder is, you can edit the video taken with the gadget. FREE A lot of video formats are supported.
Videos are burnable to DVD. Videos from any camcorder can be edited. Many visual effects are available. It
becomes slow which may irritate you. FREE Very easy-to-use program at times of rotating videos. The editing
can be accomplished very quickly. Sometimes, it hangs which is disgusting. In addition, rotating a video in
degree angle is just a matter of a few clicks. A lot of video playing features. Flipping is possible both
horizontally and vertically. No adware or spyware added.
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2: Top 10 Tools to Rotate Video on Windows PC/Mac Quickly and Freely
Without Windows Movie Maker, you can also rotate video with VLC. Besides a media player, VLC is also an easy-to-use
yet powerful free video editing tool. It will help you edit and rotate any video file in just a few clicks only. To rotate a video
in Windows 10 using VLC media player, you can follow the easy steps as below: 1.

Edit video effects As the best video editor, it is free to edit your video like clip, crop, rotate, watermark, add
effects, etc. Convert video audio Not only as the free video editor, can it be as the video converter to convert
various video and audio files. Rotate and flip video Feel troublesome to get smartphone-captured sideways
video recording in a party? Feel annoyed for the downloaded video that is filmed in the wrong orientation?
There is nothing inherently wrong with that, but you do really feel uncomfortable, right? So use this free video
editing software to rotate or flip the video as you like. You are allowed to rotate video 90 clockwise or 90
counterclockwise to watch the video on your player to get the full vision. Also, it also allows you to flip video
vertically or horizontally, so that you can watch the videos as you like. Crop video Want to get rid of the
unnecessary black bars around your videos? Wish to get the close-up vision in your own video to make the
emphasis? Then just crop video now. You can set the position value to get rid of the unwanted portion; also
you are able to manually drag the border to get the close-up vision for your spotlight. Clip and join video
audio Wanna make the video clips for your favorite idols? Hope to create the music creations based on your
preferred styles? Expect to get the unwanted video or audio parts from your long originals? Take the free
video editor to clip and join the video and audio file. You can select the parts by dragging the time-line or set
the time to keep the selected or remove the selected parts, so that you can make the iPhone or Android
ringtones or short videos easily. Convert video and audio This free video editor can also be the free video
converter. Edit video effects Take the free video editing program to adjust the brightness, contrast, saturation,
hue, and audio volume. Watermark video You can add text or images to create your own specific watermark
for your own video before you share it. Preview effects This free video editor provides the preview window,
so that you can check the effects and make adjustments duly. Easy and safe The free video editor is easy to use
with simple interface, and safer enough to protect your privacy than online video editor. How to Use Video
Editor Step 1. Choose editing feature and then click Add File to import the video you want to edit. Start to
rotate, flip, watermark, crop, clip, adjust output effects or enhance video quality. Choose suitable output
format and folder and then click Save to confirm the operations.
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3: How to Rotate a Video Using VLC or Windows Movie Maker
There is no way to rotate the video in Windows Media Player. Movie Maker and VLC has an option to rotate the video.
Get back to us with the required information, we'll be glad to assist you.

The video is now sideways or at another rotation and may have diminished the magic of that moment. This
can be an essential way to share a video with others or just watch it the right way on your PC or mobile
device. They may vary if you are using an older version of VLC. Transform allows you to utilize pre-sets to
rotate your video, such as rotating it 90, or degrees or even to flip it horizontally or vertically. This will allow
you to choose the exact angle you want to rotate the video to for optimal effect. Again, as you make the
rotation, the video will change to match up. With Windows Movie Maker, you can save the video to your
desired rotation. Permanently rotate a video with Windows Movie Maker If you want to share the video or are
just obsessive compulsive and need the video to be upright, you can use Windows Movie Maker to rotate it to
the right direction and save it that way. This is the best way to permanently rotate the video for sharing it with
others, saving it for yourself or just to have the proper orientation for your video. You can learn more about
Windows Live Essentials with our guide. Open Windows Movie Maker. Once added, scroll to the right to the
Editing options within the Home tab. These changes will take effect immediately. You can continue rotating
until you find the right orientation for your video. Depending on the size of the video, it may take a few
seconds to minutes to save it. When finished, Windows Movie Maker will give you the option of viewing the
video immediately, opening the folder where you saved it or closing the save options. You now have a
permanently rotated video to watch, share or further edit as you see fit. Rotating a video can come in handy if
you shot it wrong to begin with and want to watch it comfortably. If you were going for an artistic effect, you
may want to leave it the way it is but if you want to change it permanently, using Windows Movie Maker on
your PC is the quickest way to do so. If you just want to watch the video, go with VLC and save yourself the
hassle of having to edit the video.
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4: How to rotate a video in Windows 10 without Movie Maker - Microsoft Community
Windows Movie Maker is video editing software by Microsoft. It is a part of Windows Essentials software suite and offers
the ability to create and edit videos as well as to publish them on OneDrive, Facebook, Vimeo, YouTube, and Flickr.

How to rotate video on Windows and Mac Part 1. It is the default media editing application for Windows
systems. Apart from making multimedia, it also has several functions beyond simply video playback, such as
rotating a video in Windows Media Maker. On Vista and earlier Windows, it was pre-installed. Install it, a
progress bar will show the going-on process until this process has finished. Find WWM from the desktop and
start the program. Step 2 Go to the "Home" tab on top toolbar and click the "Add videos and photos" option,
then choose the file you want to edit and open it by double-clicking the icon. In this way, you can import the
video to rotate in Windows Media Player. Or you can just drag the video from its original place and drop it
onto the timeline. WMP does not support all video formats, you convert the video if it is not compatible. Step
3 After adding the video, you can play it for several seconds to figure out how to rotate your movie. Click the
"Tools" menu and choose the "Editing" section. You will see a number of effects in the middle of the screen,
including "Rotate Left" and "Rotate Right", which mean you can rotate the video in 90 degrees clockwise or
counterclockwise. Make the adjustments to your video. You can also click the "Rotate" button twice to rotate
the video degrees. Step 4 View the video on the Windows Movie Maker to make sure you have achieved a
desirable effect. If you are satisfied with the result, click the "file" menu, unfold the "Save movie" menu and
choose a target device. WMM will transcode and save the rotated video for playing on computer, iPhone,
Android phone, YouTube or Facebook automatically and in different video quality. How to rotate a video
online There are many people prefer online tools to rotating a video with Windows Media Player. It makes
sense when considering online video editors are more convenient. With online video editors, you do not need
to install anything on your computer, which is time-saving and steps-simplified. If you do not care about the
limitations of online utilities, such as file size, it is a good way to rotate a video. Here we use Aconvert as the
example. Step 1 Put www. Select "Video" on left sidebar and then click "Rotate" on top ribbon, you will be
taken to the video rotate page. Step 2 If you want to rotate a video from your computer, press the "File" button
and then hit "Browse" button to upload the video you want to rotate. Or if your source comes from the online
website, you can choose the "URL" button and put the address on it. Step 3 Choose the effects you want from
the "transportation" dropdown menu, which is the form you want to convert. Here are the video
transportations you can choose the effect you want. Vertically flip Rotate by 90 degrees clockwise Rotate by
90 degrees counterclockwise Rotate by 90 degrees clockwise and vertically flip Rotate by 90 degrees
counterclockwise and vertically flip Rotate by 90 degrees clockwise and horizontally flip Rotate by 90 degrees
counterclockwise and horizontally flip Step 4 Finally, click the "Submit" button and wait for the process to
complete. If there is anything wrong, you can click the "reset" and do the process again. Aconvert supports
rotate a video file up to MB. Step 5 Find the output files in the "Output results" section. Then you can click the
"Download" icon to save the rotated video to your computer or transfer to portable devices by the QR code. It
is a free, open-source video play which can be downloaded from the website. And VLC is more popular since
it is compatible with a wider range of video formats without affecting its playback through other players. Step
2 Locate to top ribbon and you can see the "Tools" menu. Select the "Effects and Filters" option from it. When
the "adjustments and effects" window popping up, go to the "Video Effects" tab. In the " Video Effects" tab,
choose the "Geometry" option. Step 3 In "Geometry", there are two ways for you to rotate the video. First,
click "Transform" and then you can select the effect you want. You can rotate and flip by different ways and
angles like you do online. The other way for you to choose the angle you want is to click the "rotate" button
below and make adjustments in certain angle and orientation. Move on to the right side, under the "video
filter", select "Rotate video filter" option and click " Save". You can also use a subtitle file by clicking "Use a
subtitle file" and choose the file you want from the computer. Then select the location of your video and name
it, click the "Save". Use the Browse button and choose the location you want to put the video. Then hit "Start"
and begin the conversion. When it has finished, open the newly created file and check it. How to rotate video
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on Windows and Mac Today, more and more people are multi-device users, who have at least two Internet
devices. Is there any video editor could provide constantly experience of rotating videos on both Windows and
Mac? Aiseesoft Free Video Editor may be the answer you are looking for. Moreover, this video editor is rather
easy to use and able to produce better output quality. Features of Aiseesoft Free Video Editor 1. Free rotate
videos at 90 counterclockwise or clockwise, and flip videos vertically and horizontally. Free video editor
which is easy to operate and can protect your privacy. Avaliable to add images or text to create your own
watermark for the video. Provide you with the function of cropping video to get rid of the unwanted part. Able
to clip video and make your own video by adding effects like brightness, contrast, hue, etc. Download and
install Aiseesoft Video Editor to your computer. Open the setup folder and run the setup file. Click several
"next" and then "install". Click "Finish" when completing the installation. Step 2 On the main interface, select
"Rotate" and you will enter the video rotate window. Click "Add File" button, then you can choose to import
the video you want to rotate from your computer. Or you can just drag the file into the blank field.
Destinations can be chosen on the bottom, you can click "browse" and make choice. Step 3 the video in one
click. After imported, first play your video for several seconds and find out its problem, deciding how to rotate
it. Then locate to the right sidebar and click "Rotate 90 clockwise" or "Rotate 90 counterclockwise" to rotate
your video to the right direction. If you want to add some characteristics to your video before rotating it, you
can click "edit". After all is done, click the "convert" button to start to rotate video. Step 4 Save the converted
video. After few minutes, the rotating process has finished, then you can press the "Save" button to save the
rotated video in full resolution. Conclusion In this tutorial, we have showed you how to rotate a video in
Windows Media Player. You can enjoy your videos in different types of players. However, it also has some
downsides, such as compatible limited video formats. Therefore, we also shared the methods to rotate a video
online, with VLC Media Player, or using cross-platform video editor. You can make a decision based on your
situations. And if you need an easiest way to rotate a video, we will recommend Aiseesoft Video Editor. It is a
versatile video-editing program as the Windows Media Player alternative. Just download the trial version to
rotate a video as the Windows Media Player alternative now. January 22,
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5: Top 3 Ways to Rotate Videos on Windows 10
Image editing in OneNote for Windows 10 is limited to rotating inserted pictures and photos in 90 degree increments. As
a workaround, you can edit and crop pictures in your favorite image editing app before inserting them into your notes. To
rotate or flip a picture, do the following: Click or tap.

Note, Markups, Stamps, Shapes, drawing etc. Highlight, Markups, Shapes, drawing etc. Text Box, Note,
drawing etc. It is a worthy alternative to Adobe Acrobat, which has been widely regarded as the industry
standard when it comes to PDF editing. Meanwhile, the paid version offers good value for the cost, as it is
affordable when compared to other PDF editors. Free Download It boasts of a lot of incredible features which
include annotating, editing, and converting PDFs to other formats, add signature and filling PDF forms.
Download this simple PDF editor now. Pros PDFelement can do what Adobe can do making it the editor with
the best value for money. Users can try it out before they commit to buying it. Its simple design provides a
user-friendly interface for both beginners and pros. It is secured with your documents. Highly compatible with
all macOS from Its features include the ability to edit, create and merge, review and collaborate among others.
In addition, Nitro editor will allow you to fill, sign and secure your PDF files. It supports all windows
operating systems and comes in 2 versions, personal and business. It is important to note that PDF editing is
not just for large businesses but also for individuals and small businesses, and therefore price is critical. But
Adobe is still a great PDF editor with top-class features that helps users convert, edit, and annotate among
other functions. Pros One of the best PDF editors with top notch features It is easy to use with a decent and
friendly user interface OCR technology is available to edit scanned PDFs Cons It is a more expensive PDF
editor when compared to other alternatives May not be suitable for individuals and small businesses due to the
cost Price: This PDF editor can be compatible with all Windows systems. It comes in three versions: It
supports all Windows systems as well. AbleWord This PDF reader and writer may not be as well-known of a
software, but it still made it on our list of the best free PDF editor tools for windows. It is also a word
processor which means that you can edit files easily like you would with a word document. AbleWord
supports to reformat images, add or edit headers and footers, and tables, among other useful functions. It also
includes spell check and other functions. This is a free PDF editor. Just install and use. It allows you to edit
your PDF files easily. As another best PDF editor software, this PDF editor also boasts unique features such as
voice note recognition technology. This makes it possible to add notes to your PDF files by simply speaking
them instead of typing them out. Soda PDF comes with three versions: However, all versions will allow you to
perform editing and converting tasks. The difference between the versions is that some come with more
advanced features. Pros Uploading files and editing them is easy The instructions are clear and you can
complete tasks quickly Signing up takes just a few minutes It is a free PDF editor for Windows Cons The
features are limited so there are many things you might not be able to do with this editor. The security and
privacy of your documents is a concern with this editor because all edits are done over the internet. It comes in
3 versions: Free, Premium and Ultimate. All three versions have different features and pricing. It allows you to
create, edit, convert and make annotations on your PDF documents, and its range of embedded tools will allow
you to work with your PDF files easily. Download the free trial of this simple PDF editor free Windows 10
now.
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6: Video Editor Rotate - Free downloads and reviews - CNET www.enganchecubano.com
Here's a list of 5 video rotate software for Windows 10 which you can use to rotate videos on your Windows 10 powered
devices. Rotating videos with the software from the list down is very easy. Rotating videos with the software from the list
down is very easy.

I took some video clips with my digital camera, but the videos are snapped on a 90 degree angle of normal. Is
there any way to rotate the video frame? Windows Media Player does not have a built-in editor, so you cannot
rotate video in media player. Below we will share 10 video editing tools to rotate video easily. Filmora Video
Editor is a media editing software that can edit videos, audio and images. This software is built with basic and
advanced editing features that come in handy when you are editing media files. Some of its key features are
highlighted below. Free Download Free Download Filmora Video Editor software has basic video controls
such as; rotate, saturation, tint, 3D Lut, brightness, speed and others. It is also featured with audio basic
controls like; volume, fade in, fade out, pitch, equalizer and noise removal. It is integrated with numerous
effects, layouts, filters, overlays, transitions, motions and elements that enhances the look of your videos. This
program is also an action cam video editing options like instant cutter, speed effect, fix and correction as well
as colour tuning effect. Some of the advanced features built on this software are; video stabilizer, split screen,
green screen, scene detection and play videos in reverse. It is has an inbuilt recorder that enables you record
PC activities, microphone and webcam. Import Videos After you have installed the Filmora Video Editor on
your computer, you can then open it and begin uploading the video to the program. Choose the video that you
want to rotate and open it with the program. Rotate Videos From there, now drag the video you have uploaded
to timeline below the window. A new window will appear. The rotate option will appear first under the video
editing option. Click on the icons along the rotate button to rotate the video 90 degrees clockwise or
anticlockwise. You can also flip video horizontally or vertically and have a real-time preview on the window
at top right. You will then have to give a name to your file and select a destination folder on your computer.
Rotate Video Files in Windows Movie Maker You can rotate a video with Windows Movie Maker, a popular
rotate video program taken at an angle by 90, , degrees easily. How to Flip Video Step 1. Click on the "Rotate
Right" or "Rotate Left" button, depending on which way your video must be rotated. It will rotate it instantly.
By the way, if you want to learn more tips and solutions about rotating videos in Windows Movie Maker ,
please click this link to get more. The KMPlayer is just a viewer, not an editor, so it will not actually render
the rotated file for you. The following directions may or may not work, depending on how old your operating
system is. If you are using Windows 8, these buttons fail to cooperate and a sideways video remains a
sideways video. How to Rotate Video Step 1: Open the video using the arrow button at the bottom of the
screen. Use the control wheel icon in the lower left corner to open up the video controls. Select Rotate 90
degree turn symbol. This should automatically rotate the image so you can view it correctly, although it will
not allow you to export it as a new corrected video file. In my opinion, there are other less complicated video
viewers that work much better for rotating the video for viewing. Again, it is important to remember that
proper and permanent video manipulation must be done in a viewer that also enables video editing, or in a
stand-alone video editing program. This feature is useful when watching videos that were taken with mobile
devices such as iPads, Android Tablets, and Smart Phones. How to Flip Video Step 1: Select your rotation
preference from the dropdown menu. Exit out of the Preferences menu. Your video should now play correctly.
It always looks good on the camera, but when we go to put it on the computer we know we did something
wrong. Avidemux is fairly a video rotate program that sorts out a lot of these problems and maintains the
quality of the video while doing so. Since this is at the top of the options, the Available Filters show
automatically. This opens up the Rotation menu and you can choose your rotation angle from a dropdown box,
and then click OK. SAVE your video to your choice of locations on your computer and it will take a few
seconds to render the video in its upright position. Rotate Video Files in FFmpeg Ffmpeg must be installed on
your system in order for you to use it to make changes to your videos with it. There are several ways to open
the command prompt and work with it once you have ffmpeg installed. How to Flip Video I will provide the
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directions here for you, but without screenshots, since I am unable to do this on my Windows 8 laptop. The
command for rotating a video 90 degrees clockwise is: To horizontally flip, use "hflip". Rotate Video Files in
HandBrake Handbrake is a popular, multi-format, open source code rotate video software that allows users to
convert their video files into formats that are useable on their other devices, such as Apple formats, iPhones,
iPads, and Android formats. The program enables file conversion, frame rate, size, and chapter titles How to
Rotate Video Step 1: Click "Start" and then your video will be ratated with 90 degree. You can use this
software to rotate videos in different angles. How to rotate video Step 1: Then, hit the "File" button. After that,
click on the "Open" key from the main menu. Use either the left or the right button to rotate the video as per
your wish. Rotate video files with VideoPad VideoPad is another exiting tool to rotate video. You can simply
use this software to rotate video files. Firstly, run VideoPad on your computer. Rotate video files in MPlayer
This is another software to rotate video. MPlayer is a reat video rotate software for PC. First of all, download
MPlayer on your PC and install it properly. Launch it once the installation is done. Click on the "Rotate"
button which will open several options for rotating the video in different ways. After the rotation of the video
is complete, save it as to watch it properly.
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7: Edit, crop, or rotate pictures in OneNote for Windows 10 - Office Support
Of course it's free, or it probably would be named something else besides Free Video Flip and Rotate! It's ready for
Windows XP, Vista, 7, and 8. Free Video Flip and Rotate is totally easy to use.

The software enables you to trim any video at a superfast speed without causing any quality loss. Thus, you
can export your adjusted video onto any device in any format you desire. Why Choose Joyoshare Media
Cutter: Rotate and convert any video file in high quality Possess remarkable video editing features Multiple
media file formats and devices are supported Trim and rotate videos in a simple way Try It Free Try It Free
Step 1 Import your target video file At first, you need to launch the program. Make sure you have already
installed the latest version of Joyoshare Media Cutter on your computer in advance. Then click the "Open"
button to find the video you want to rotate, or simple drag it and then drop to the center of Joyoshare. Step 2
Rotate the video After the video clip is added, click the "Show segment list" icon to show up your video file.
Then click the edit icon and it will pop up a new window that has many options for video editing. Hit the
"Adjust" tab and you will see the video rotating feature in the bottom left corner. Now you can rotate the video
by 90 degree right or left, or flip it vertically or horizontally based on your requirements. Step 3Export your
rotated video Before export the adjusted video, you need to choose the output mode. The "High-speed mode"
makes the video clip been converted losslessly and quickly, while the "Encoding mode" allows you to
customize the file formats, codecs and video quality as well. Choose the second mode here and click the
"Start" button to begin to convert the video. Now your video is successfully rotated. Besides a media player,
VLC is also an easy-to-use yet powerful free video editing tool. It will help you edit and rotate any video file
in just a few clicks only. To rotate a video in Windows 10 using VLC media player, you can follow the easy
steps as below: Remember to tick the "Transform" box before closing this window. This is also simple video
editing software that can be used to edit and rotate videos quickly and easily. You can also save and export
your rotated video to any file format, device and website. Rotating a video with Filmora only needs 3 steps:
Drag-and-drop the video clip from media library to the timeline and double click this video. Choose one
rotation option you want and then click the "OK" button; 3. Select the output format and set the exporting
configurations and then click the "Export" button. You have now finished rotating a video and saving it. May
17,
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8: How to Rotate or Flip Videos Easily with Free Windows Video Editors
How to rotate a video in Windows 10 without Movie Maker I am looking for a solution to rotate a video in Windows 10 all the online advice is that I should use Windows Movie Maker but this product is no longer supported or available to
download.

And maybe you can play these videos normally on portable devices, but you might find it upside down after
you transfer or convert them to devices like Mac or PC. So this article shares 3 very useful and easy ways to
help you rotate or flip the upside-down videos, including rotating with 90 degree, flipping vertically or
horizontally. It is not only the powerful converter, but also an useful video editor which allows you rotate
video, trim video clips, crop video, join videos into one. In addition, add subtitles, audio tracks, Watermark,
special effects are fully supported. Then click Add Effects. There are 4 choices for Rotation: You can also
choose the area size you want to rotate and change the position of crop area. Click Video Effect button on the
top left panel, you can adjust the brightness, contrast, saturation of the video. And other special effects are also
allowed. If you do not want a special effect, you just need to click No Effect. And you can add video
Watermark. After finishing these settings, you can click Apply button to save your settings, then click OK to
return to the main interface of the program. Now, click Convert button to save your rotated video. After finish
conversion, you can right click the converted video and choose Open Destination File Location to find your
rotated video. But at the same time, it is also an useful video editor to help us rotate videos in a simple way.
On the menu bar at the top of the screen, Select Tools on the menu bar at the top of the interface, then click
Effects and Filters from the drop-down list. Click Video Effect and the choose Geometry, tick Transform and
choose the specific degree you want on the drop-down list. Finally, click Close to apply your settings. It is a
part of Windows Essentials software suite and offers the ability to create and edit videos as well as to publish
them on OneDrive, Facebook, Vimeo, YouTube, and Flickr. Launch Windows Movie Maker and then add
source video by clicking Add videos and photos or drag the video to program directly. After loading the
source video, click Editing within Home tab. Click Rotate left or Rotate right depending on your source video.
You can click File icon and then click Save movie, choose For computer to save your video.
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9: windows 7 - Rotate a picture by a small number of degrees - Super User
If you're a windows user, Windows Live Movie Maker can be the easiest tool to help you rotate or flip videos. This
feature-rich yet easy-to-use video editing tool is able to rotate the video by 90, or degree, as well as flipping (mirroring)
vertically or horizontally.

Rotating videos with the software from the list down is very easy. All it takes is a few mouse clicks. This type
of software is intended for those who are afraid of the more advanced video editors, but still need to rotate
videos from their video collections. Video recordings made with a phone sometimes end up rotated in a weird
way. Software from the list down below will help you rotate wrongly rotated videos and also fix mirroring
issues. Free Video Flip and Rotate Free Video Flip and Rotate is a very simplistic video rotate software for
Windows 10 which focuses solely on video rotation. The one on the left is for the source video, and the other
one is for previews of rotated videos. Toolbar with controls is available down below, underneath the video
boxes. As you probably picked it up from its name Free Video Flip and Rotate can also flip mirror videos. Be
careful during installation because the installer tries to install browser toolbars. Get Free Video Flip and
Rotate. Freemake Video Converter Freemake Video Converter adds a lot of different functionalities into the
mix. It actually supports batch video conversion, and therefore it can be setup to rotate video in batch. Each
video needs to be added to the conversion queue. Next to rotation, Freemake Video Converter also lets you
cut, join, create video slideshows out of photos, embed subtitles into videos and more. Be careful not to pickup
browser toolbar during install. Also, have a look at VPlayer: Video Rotator â€” free batch video rotate
software for Windows 10 Video Rotator is another specialized video rotate software for Windows 10 which
lets you perform batch video rotation. Here, in Video Rotator, you can setup a rotate setting for all the videos
on the rotate queue at once. There is no need to set it up for each video individually, like it is the case with
Freemake. Note that you need to download the Video Rotator installer from Softonic link down below. The
one on the developers website is a newer version which is not free. Free Video Editor Free Video Editor is a
video rotate software which lets you rotate, crop, resize, apply effects to videos, one video at a time. A
preview of the rotated video can be seen inside the preview box on the right. Free Video Editor is actually a
set of multiple tools rolled into a single editor. Each functionality, video cropping, cutting, splitting and
rotation is divided into a standalone application that you launch from the main interface. Simple Video Rotator
This last video rotator software is exactly what its name says that it is, a simple video rotate software for
Windows 10 that lets you rotate multiple videos using queues, without a lot of advanced settings like in the
previously mentioned applications. Like you can see from the image above, it takes 4 steps to rotate videos
using Simple Video Rotator. First you need to select the source video and the destination directory where
rotated video is going to be saved. After that, in step 3, select by how much and in which direction you want
the video rotated. With those things setup, you can start the conversion of the currently active file, setup file
conversion can be added to the queue list to the right for batch conversion of multiple files at once. Get Simple
Video Rotator. Conclusion Out of the 5 video rotate software for Windows 10 from the list above, the two
applications that I enjoyed using the most are Simple Video Rotator and Free Video Flip and Rotate. Second
one is also simplistic, but offers more options at the same time. Let me know what you think in the comments
down below.
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